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ABSTRACT 

‘Women Wiles’ is the story written by one of the great French writers, Guy de Maupassant, who has well depicted 

the conflicts existing in the personality of a woman. The expectations and desires of the type of life, one finds happiness in 

enfolding the luxuries of the world. The wiles of the lady reflected in the story, her personality diverts between the firm 

convictions of materialistic delights and curious wiles for comfort which she herself is befuddled about.                           

The wants and desires to be cherished or to agree to something of this sort are  far taken to the back front of  her space to 

exist. Her narration has been the weapon utilized as a part of her universe of creation that she adored for her reality.                 

The agony or joy reflected in her craft of living is in fact, a curiosity that perusers will discover as they comprehend the 

story and a part distinct from the whole point of view of the writer. 

Faith, as an advanced idea in the excursion of development, is all around reflected from the identity of the woman 

in the story. Despite the fact that she was trusted upon by her amour yet she got the perverted delight in abusing the 

underlying thought of faith or trust. The dauntlessness to be seen is in the reality she never denied the claim that she never 

took undue favor of trust. The rest stays to the perusers to discover. This research is an endeavor to investigate the goals 

specified above to change into scholarly reality. 
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